
Year 1

Spirals

 



Molly Haslund

Ancient art of Kolam

Henri Matisse

A Danish artist who studied in 
art at Glasgow School of Art. 
In December 2018, Haslund 
completed her first permanent 
public sculptures Jump In Jump 
Out, Magic Circles, Short Cut 
Fountain.

Started in 2500 BC in India.
The term ‘kolam’ represents beauty, 
with symmetrical lines around a grid of 
dots and natural motifs like leaves and 
flowers all created originally with 
flour.

When Matisse had fallen ill in 
1953, he took to painting paper 
then cutting and gluing it to 
create his pieces. “I first of all drew 
the snail from nature, holding it. ‘

Explore making experimental 
continuous curved lines 
when creating observational 
drawings using shells as 
a focus.

Draw portraits of the face using 
simple lines to get the right 
size and proportions.

Year 1 Spirals (Autumn)



Year 1 Spirals (Autumn)



Year 2

Explore and Draw
 



Hassan Hajjaj Rosie James

Andy Goldsworthy

Born in 1961 and from Morocco but 
now lives in London, he is an  artist, 
photographer and as an interior 
designer who works with furniture 
and flowers. Rosie is an artist, jewellery 

maker and educator working 
in Cumbria. She has worked 
in schools since 2003 in Art 
Therapy.

Andy Goldsworthy is an English 
sculptor, photographer, and 
environmentalist who produces 
sculptures and land art situated 
in natural and urban settings. 
He finds natural resources from 
his surroundings, creates 
artwork and photographs the 
pieces.

Year 2 Explore and Draw (Autumn)



Autumnal colour palettes

Wax resist

Create a  wax resist 
drawing of a leaf and 
washing oer with water 
based paint.

Make observational 
drawings of leaves using 
4B and 6B grade pencils 
and black pens.

Year 2 Explore and Draw (Autumn)



Year 3

Gestural drawing 



Chauvet Cave

Lascaux Cave
The White Lady 
in Namibia

Only discovered in 1994 in France, by 
3 explorers and named after one of 
them Jean-Marie Chauvet, this is one 
of the most important prehistoric sites 
from about 32 000- 30, 000 years 
ago.
The painting show 13 different types 
of animals- some that we don’t even 
know! But the ones we do know are 
lions, leopards, bears, cave  hyenas, 
rhinoceros. Also a drawing of perhaps 
a volcano erupting.

These caves were discovered in France 
when teenagers went looking for their 
dog!
Over 600 paintings dating back 15,000 
to 17,000 years ago are mainly of 
animals. Paintings are of horses, red 
deer, stags, bovine and felines.
1 500 engravings were also found.

The White Lady is a rock painting 
found on an overhang in Namibia's 
tallest mountain the Brandberg 
Mountain or the ‘Fire Mountain’. 
There are over 50,000 paintings 
here. The ‘White Lady’ is actually a 
man and the painting is about 
2,000 years old but only 
discovered in 1917. The Whilte 
Lady  is believed to a shaman- a 
spiritual man.

Year 3 Gestural Drawing (Autumn)



Explore own handprint charcoal 
drawings using overlapping, 
smudging, softening techniques to 
blur some lines while keeping other 
clear and crisp.

Look at the work of 
Edgar Degas- 
explore how 
charcoal, pastels 
and chalk could be 
used in portraits.
Create their own 
cave drawings 
depicting an 
activity from their 
lives.

Natural colour palettes
Who is Edgar Degas? | Tate Kids

Edgar Degas 
lived in Paris in 
the late 1800s. 
He used soft 
pastels to draw 
ballet dancers 
as he wanted 
to capture their 
power and 
grace.

Vocabulary
charcoal, gestural, loose, expressive,
wrist, elbow, shoulder, body.
 
mark making, sweeping,
fast, slow, gentle, energetic.
 
chiaroscuro, tone, tonal values,
dark, light, midtone, squint.

hands, handprints, tools,
positive & negative shapes, 
silhouette,
 
drama, lighting, shadow,
atmosphere, narrative
 
body, movement, repetitive, motion,
echo, memory, mark, trace, dance,
 
photograph, film, composition, focus, 
lighting

present, share, reflect, respond, 
feedback

Year 3 Gestural Drawing (Autumn)

https://www.tate.org.uk/kids/explore/who-is/who-edgar-degas




Year 4
Storytelling through drawing

 



Lauren Carlin
Cressida Cowell

Quentin Blake

Shaun Tan

Sketch out characters from ‘The 
Jabberwocky’. Try the different layouts of 
a manga style art.Try a ‘zine’ layout or 
concertina pages style to tell your story.
Use text and the different media to 
experiment with various effects. Will you 
add a signature colour to run through the 
narrative?

Manga Japanese art  
(dating back to the 19th 
century.)

‘Zines’- folded 
pages for 
sequential 
storytelling.

Year 4 Storytelling Through Drawing (Autumn)



The Jabberwocky by Lewis Carroll

"Jabberwocky": One of literature's best bits of 
nonsense - YouTube

Year 4 Storytelling Through Drawing (Autumn)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GLQos7-Vq8M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GLQos7-Vq8M


  2H           HB         2B        4B           6B

Pencil shading grades

Vocabulary

illustration, inspiration, 
interpretation, original source, 
respond, response

graphic novel, illustrator,

poetry, prose, stage, arrange

line, quality of line, line weight, 
mark making, medium, graphite, 
ink, pen, quill, brush, watercolour, 
water-soluble,

composition, sequencing, visual 
literacy, narrative

present, share, reflect, respond, 
articulate, feedback, crit, 
similarities, differences, 

 

 

Year 4 Storytelling Through Drawing (Autumn)



Year 5 
Typography and Maps



Louise Fili

Paula Scher Chris Kenny

Louise Fili is an 
American graphic 
designer who uses her love of Italy 
and Art Deco style to influence the 
style of typography she uses in her 
distinctive pieces for book covers 
and posters.

Paula Scher is a contemporary 
American  graphic designer 
whose work is internationally 
known. She has created logos 
for many American businesses.

Born in London and
 has been exhibiting since 1985 
Chris Kenny creates collages and 
constructions using maps, twigs 
and samples of text. Influenced by 
scientific specimens.

Use mark making, 
cutting and collage 
skills to create a 
visual map, using 
symbols, drawn 
elements and 
typography to 
express themes 
which are 
important to each 
person.

Year 5 Typography and Maps (Autumn)

Enquiry Question: How can we use drawing and 
graphics skills to create typography? How can we 
use typography skills to create pictorial maps?



Use Hogwarts maps as inspiration
Vocabulary

typography
lettering
graphics
design
communicate
emotions
purpose
intention
playful
exploratory
visual impact
pictorial maps
identity
symbols
texture
layering
freehand line 

Year 5 Typography and Maps (Autumn)



Year 6
2d-drawing-to-3d-making 



Lubaina Himid

Paul Klee
Henry Moore

Lubaina Himid is a British artist 
who was part of the Black Arts 
Movement in the 1980s and this is 
reflected in her artwork. She uses 
her work to encourage the viewer 
to ask questions and give 
responses.

Paul Klee was born in Switzerland 1n 1879 
and is famous experimenting with colour 
in his abstract art. He was known for 
borrowing from cubism, realism and 
expressionism. By the time he died in 1940 
he had created more than 9000 pieces of 
artwork.

Henry Moore’s sculpture are very 
well known but his sketches. 
Born in Yorkshire he was a 
teacher before joining the army. 
During World War II he was 
commisioned to draw sketches 
of the people seeking shelter in 
the London underground during 
bombing raids. He used cheap 
wax and watercolours to great 
effect. 

Year 6 2D-Drawing-to-3D-Making (Autumn)
Enquiry Question: How can we 
transform 2d drawings into 3d objects?



Vocabulary
communicate, 
emotions, 
purpose, 
intention, 
exploratory,
2d drawing
3d object
negative space
grid method
scaling up
collage
texture
layering
structure
balance

Year 6 2D-Drawing-to-3D-Making (Autumn)


